GOOD FENCES DO NOT NECESSARILY
MAKE GOOD NEIGHBORS:
JEWS AND JUDAISM IN CANADA'S
SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES
Michael Brown

In the post-World
War II years,
strict separation
of church
has been viewed as
with regard to education,
and state, especially
an essential
In
States.
comity in the United
of social
ingredient
that has not been so. In fact,
there, religion
Canada,
however,
since
colonial
have
been
connected
and
education
intimately

in the schools
has constitutional
times, and the role of religion
status of
sanction.
In the years before World War II, the outsider
was demeaning
to
in schools
and universities
Jews and Judaism
to reinforce group
it served
them. Ultimately
loyalty, but Jewish
institutions did not emerge. The much less parochial
educational
environment
that developed
multicultural
and eventually
begin
Jews to become part of the mainstream.
ning in the 1950s allowed
the development
Ethnic
however, fostered
of a very
legitimacy,

successful system of all-day Jewish schools and of programs of

Jewish
cusses

seeming

Studies

at universities

these

developments
paradox.

across

and

This

essay

explanations

for

the country.

suggests

dis

the

The putative "high wall of separation" said to divide religion
from state in theUnited States is usually considered to be one of
the important devices that ensure the proper functioning of

American

democracy.

At

some historical

moments

the wall
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II years, Ameri
low, but in the post-World War
in
the realms of
considerable
effort
keeping
expended
more
God
and Caesar
each
and
nowhere
from
other,
separated
than in the school system. The melting-pot
ethos of America
made
fact, been
cans have

quite

the public school the flagship institutionof the immigrantsociety.

Parochial
a veneer

and disguised
unless under WASP
schools,
by
auspices
were
to have about
and privilege,
of wealth
believed
some
aroma.
In recent decades,
un-American
them a distinctly
?
a
the
who
maintain
Jews
Orthodox
among
large
especially
to pay for
and would
like tax dollars
network of parochial
schools
?
them
have questioned
the wisdom
of rigid separation.
Most
out
have
maintained
that
the
of
Jews, however,
religion
keeping
and
bene
American
the
schools,
square,
public
public
especially
fits them, certainly as individuals,
but also as a community which
as the key to integrating
has generally
viewed
education
into the
larger society.
as in the United
In Canada
States, Jews have relied on educa
them an entry ticket into the larger society,
tion to provide
and
as a group have been extraordi
their educational
achievements
nary.1 But there, no wall was ever erected to separate
religion and
one
to
the state, nor have most Canadians
be
desirable.
thought

was ethnically,
quite recently, French Canada
linguistically,
and
often
hostile to immigrants. The
religiously
homogeneous
Canada
pot was most certainly not an ideal there. English
melting
was more diverse,
but much
In the
less so than the United
States.
was
II
War
meant
to
its
mould
British
era,
pre-World
pot
melting
and Protestant
values
and sensibilities,
if not beliefs,
provincials,
were part of that construct. Until well after World War
II, the lack
to
area of
of separation worked
Jews'
in
the
largely
disadvantage
education
and in other areas of life, as well.
In the postwar
era, it
Until
and

has

benefited
them and other minorities.
At
the least,
it has
no
to
full
into
the
proved
impediment
integration
general
society.
The cause of religion,
in general, however,
mainstream
especially
was probably
better served in the decades
before the
Christianity,
war and is less well
served today. This essay will
survey some of
the developments
in Canada
and religion
relating to education
suggest some of the issues that lie behind those developments.

and

The Prewar Era
Even

before

bi-national,
bi-cultural,
were
Canadians

origin,

in 1867, Canada
in effect, a
was,
and bi-religious
In
federation.2
bi-lingual,

Confederation

either

French,

which

meant

French
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or British, which meant
Catholic,
some Anglo-Canadians
Protestant,
although

English
were

or Quebec

in Upper

and Roman

speaking
speaking

and
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Irish Catholic. Already by 1841 the dissentient minorities (that is,

Protestants

in Lower

Canada

and Catholics

Canada or Ontario) had received the right to establish their own
tax-supported

schools.

The

schools

of the dominant

faith were

the

"public" schools (Catholic inQuebec, Protestant inOntario); the
schools of theminority faithwere the legally recognized, publicly

in
in Quebec,
Catholic
schools
(Protestant
supported
"separate"
seems
at
the
In
denominational
now,
Quebec,
schooling
Ontario).3
to be approaching
its end. Recent
end of the 1990s,
legislation
of the province's
schools
for the reorganization
along
provides

linguistic lines, although it allows for the retention of the relig

the Canadian
which
connection.4
(In Newfoundland,
joined
run
an
on
in
schools
have
been
federation
1949,
equal basis by the
now.
Jews might
various denominations
until
There,
theoretically,
as did
own
their
established
have
schools,
government-funded
numbers
There was
other religious
groups wherever
justified.
a Jewish
a
never
to warrant
Jewish population
large enough
ious

and now there, too, denominational
however,
school,
out of existence.)
has been legislated
for Jews of this denominational
The
shortcomings

schooling
structure

were most obvious inQuebec. The Quebec Education Act of 1861

schools
in
Catholic
denominational
set up Protestant
and Roman
and Quebec
both Montreal
City. In 1869, a further refinement was
was
into four groups
In Montreal,
the population
divided
made.
a Protestant
a Roman
tax purposes:
for school
Catholic
panel,
and individuals
of corporations
panel, a neutral panel consisting
nor Catholic,
and a panel comprised
who were neither Protestant
to
Taxes
into the first two panels went
of the tax-exempt.
paid
schools. Taxes
denominational
the support of the respective
paid into the neutral panel were to be divided between Protestants
on a per capita basis.
In the cities of Mont
and Roman
Catholics
the school system in which
real and Quebec,
parents could choose

wards

theywished to enroll their children, but they could not choose the
system towhich theypaid their taxes.
This legislation was enacted without any thoughtof Jews,who
in the mid-nineteenth
in Canada
but a tiny minority
century.
a Christian,
denominational
acts enshrined
various
school
there was no legal place for Jews. Gener
school
system in which

were
The

ally, during the firsthundred years or so of Jewish life inCanada,
Jewish

children

though

sometimes

into the Protestant
their way
schools,
or
schools.
Catholic
attended
private
they

found

al
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seemed
of Jews in Montreal
in the system. A new
law,

to
34

Victoria, 1870, Chapter 12, section 9, Quebec, gave Montreal and
Quebec City Jews the right to pay their taxes into either the Prot

or the Roman
their children
Catholic
panel and to educate
to
in either system. Until
1886, almost all Jewish children went
and Jewish parents paid taxes to the Protestant
Protestant
schools,
a split occurred
in the Jewish com
In that year, however,
panel.
had been paying
School Board of Montreal
munity. The Protestant
estant

for Jewish religious instruction.Earlier still ithad given financial

to a school run by the local Spanish
and Portuguese
its minister,
insisted
that
Now
that
congregation
gregation.
support

con

Mel

dola De Sola, be engaged by the Protestant board to teach religion
to the Jewish children. The board refused and declared an end to
all

support

for Jewish

instruction.

The

congregation

its

reopened

own school and arranged for it to be affiliated with the Roman

Catholic
board;
tant schools.

most

Jewish

children

continued

to attend

Protes

between
Jews and Protes
Considerable
developed
animosity
tants and among Jews themselves.
Since most of the few wealthy
of De Sola's
Jewish property owners were members
congregation,
most direct Jewish tax payments were now being channeled
into
were
the Roman
Jewish
Catholic
Most
children,
however,
system.
at the expense
in the Protestant
system, seemingly
being educated
of Protestants.
chose to ignore the fact that landlords
(Protestants
obtained
the money
they paid in taxes from their tenants, and that
were
their share of school
Jews
indirectly
undoubtedly
bearing
within
when
the
Jewish
mounted,
community
expenses.)
Agitation

the Baron de Hirsch School was opened in 1890 for immigrant

Jewish children. That school, which was affiliated with the Prot
estant board, was supported mostly out of Jewish communal
funds

to which

the wealthy members of the Spanish and Portuguese
Synagogue contributed little. Graduates of the de Hirsch school
continued

their education

in the Protestant

system

like most

other

Jewish children, allegedly placing an added burden on the Prot

estants.

After much wrangling and the interferenceof the provincial

a compromise
was
effected. The Spanish
and Portu
government,
closed
which
had
its
been
guese
school,
congregation
poorly at
in any case. The Protestant
tended
all
board was now to receive
In return, it would
to the
Jewish tax money.
offer a subvention
Baron de Hirsch
and hire Rabbi De Sola as a teacher. Still,
School
there remained
the Jews were

no

little dissatisfaction

accepted

all around.

into the Protestant

schools,

For

their part,

but, although

Jews and Judaism
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they paid their taxes and sent their children, they did not have

to the school board, nor
rights. They could not be elected
even
were
vote
in
Jews
not hired as supervi
elections.
they
nor
even
as
As
teachers.
much as possible
Jewish
sory personnel
children were segregated
in all-Jewish
classes
in mixed
schools or
sent to schools where
In
the student body was
entirely Jewish.
were
earn
to
Jewish
children
denied
the right
1902,
scholarships
to high school. For its part, the Protestant
School
Board was un
equal
could

happy with the high cost of educating Jewish children relative to
to the Christian
the tax intake. Irksome,
the challenge
too, was
character
of the schools
posed
by a Jewish presence.
Certainly,
leaders were motivated
too, not a few of the Protestant
by anti
Semitism.

In 1903, suitwas brought against the Protestant School Board

to a
of Montreal
for refusing to grant a high school
scholarship
Jewish boy whose
have earned him one, had he been
grades would
a Protestant.
case was
to be
The
deemed
lost, and Jews were
to be there only on suffer
without
schools,
legal rights in Quebec
ance. The consequent
a new school
act (Act 3,
uproar produced
a rather inelegant
Edward
which was
VII, Chapter
16, Quebec),
that declared
Jews to be "Protestants
for school pur
compromise
were
now
to
Jewish
children
attend
school
by right like
poses."
not
to par
Protestant
be
would
children, although
they
compelled
on
in
Christian
exercises
and
would
be
excused
ticipate
religious
to pay their taxes to the Protestant
Jewish holy days. Jews were
to office.
panel, but they still could neither vote nor to be elected
not appointed
in Montreal
until 1913 and
Jewish teachers were
Jews. (In Toronto,
then only in schools where most pupils were
Jews could vote and sit on the school board in the same years, but
were ap
there, too, no Jewish teachers or supervisory
personnel

pointed.)
almost half of the "Prot
By 1914, Jewish children constituted
and Jews were
of Montreal,
estant"
school
growing
population
in the Catholic
restive. They were unwelcome
system and would
to send their children
there. The
not, in any case, have chosen
the goal was not to prepare pupils for ca
Catholic
schools, where
so
will
and spirit of sacrifice,
reers, but "to build...character,

in adult
could perform their duties toward God"
that...[Catholics]
were
were
schools
Protestant
for
unsuitable
non-Catholics.5
life,
more appropriate
imbued with the "Protestant
for Jews. They were
success
to prepare
for worldly
and aimed
Ethic"
by im
pupils

parting a body of "objective" knowledge. Their pupils were drawn
from

several

homogeneous

Protestant
than

denominations,
schools.
the Catholic

and

But

thus
they were
those schools,

less

too,
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were

between
agreement
by religion."6 The unofficial
"permeated
and the Jewish commu
School
Board
of Montreal
the Protestant
schools
that Montreal
1903 stipulated
nity in effect even before
as heretofore
and therefore Chris
be distinctly Protestant,
"shall
who zealously
tian." Most members
of the Board were ministers
the

guarded

schools'

unmistakably

"Christian

character."

Many

Protestant parents objected to their children having to studywith
in 1910

Jews, and

a number

of ministers

demanded

the expulsion

of Jewish children from the Protestant schools. If the Christian
was

and all
less oppressive
its constituents
than that of Catholic
education,
encompassing
took it no less seriously.
the situation was better only
(In Ontario,
in degree.
There was no question
there that Jews had a right to
attend the public
but those schools were also
schools,
[Protestant]
in character.)
In the period before World War
I,
overtly Christian
character

of Protestant

education

then, itwas understood by all that Jews in Ontario and Quebec

not expect neutral, secular education.
In effect, Jews had no
in Quebec
schools.7
place
I sentiment was
among
Accordingly,
by World War
growing
an idea favored most by
Jews for establishing
their own schools,
Jews,
recently arrived eastern European
immigrants. Canadianized
to prefer non-denominational
seemed
similar
however,
schooling
to that of the United
States, out of a belief that only such a system
to full Jewish citizenship
could pave the way
in Canada.
To fur
could

ther that end

the board of the Baron
de Hirsch
Institute voluntar
to an after-hours
its own school
school.
ily downgraded
religious
was
But secularization
and
generally
by both Catholics
opposed
Protestants
in Quebec
and elsewhere
in Canada.
In the early years
or
of the twentieth century, a few gentiles, mostly
freethinkers
a
advocated
secular
school
anti-clericals,
unified,
system organ

ized along language lines, rather like that accepted in 1997 in
Quebec. Majority opinion inclined towards religious education on
the prime
lines, the status quo. Sir Wilfrid
Laurier,
and others spoke out publicly
and often in favor of re
system.
taining the confessional
were not free to go their own way. Had
Jews, moreover,
they

bi-national

minister,

tried to establish their own school panel, theywould have en

countered

from both
opposition
latter feared further fragmentation
nution of their power
inMontreal,

moved

from

their

schools.

and Protestants.
The
of the nation as well as a dimi
were Jewish children
to be re
were
to
Catholics
separate
opposed
Catholics

Jewish schools even though theywould have benefited from the
establishment

power

would

of a Jewish

have

since a reduction
in Protestant
panel,
own.
their
most
But
not wish
to
did
augmented

in Canada's
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grant legitimacy to Judaism by giving it equal statuswith Christi
anity. Some Protestants
agreed.8
The arrangements
just described
II. As
outline until after World War

in force in broad
remained
the century progressed,
how
in
and
the
Protestant
schools
both
Ontario
became
ever,
Quebec
so that Jews felt more at home, even if
secularized,
increasingly
they remained

legally

disabled

and experienced

considerable

anti

Semitism. A further change in the situation occurred with the
emergence of all-day Jewish schools in the 1940s. Only a small
number of children was enrolled in Jewish schools until well after
World War II, but a process had begun thatwould have a major
impact on Jewish life inCanada in subsequent years.

in these years bore some similari
The situation at universities
after
schools. Until well
and secondary
ties to that in elementary
ex
and faculty members
administrators
World War
II, prejudiced

pressed open hostility towards Jews as students and certainly as
faculty. At King's College (later theUniversity of Toronto) a re
ligious testwas in place until 1850, at Queen's University until
the twentieth

century.

At

the latter institution

a major

battle was

fought in 1912 over whether the university could be chartered by

Parliament
subsidies,

while

as a "national"

and

enroll

receive Ontario
government
university,
Pension
in the Carnegie
its faculty
Fund,

retaining its ties to the Presbyterian Church. Broadly

in having
the university
it both ways, when
succeeded
speaking,
the dust settled.9
In these years
"tolerant"
university
might welcome
people
the occasional
But
Jewish students and perhaps
faculty member.
not
even they, or most
if
of them, were
towards,
antagonistic
not
did
consider
of, Jewish Studies, which
part
contemptuous
they
to the university
curriculum.
of the "high culture"
appropriate
and
culture was
That
male,
white,
European,
overwhelmingly
as
and
in
States
the
United
Christian.
Europe,
Consequently,
at
curriculum
itwas found in the Canadian
Jewish Studies, where
as the study of Christianity's
almost
all, appeared
exclusively

chief antecedent. And almost invariably itwas

taught by Chris

or
in Quebec
or, as at Bishop's
tians, often ministers
College
of
The
Jews.
in
converted
Toronto,
University
College
King's
Western
Ontario was founded by a converted
Jew, Isaac Hellmuth,

theAnglican bishop of Huron.
McGill

When

University

in Montreal

was

an exception

to this rule.

it opened in 1821, theAnglican bishop ofMontreal, Jacob

Mountain,
Protestants
nominations

to be "open
either to
that all offices were
declared
all de
of
or Roman
and
students
Catholics,
[that]
the
unusual was
be permitted to attend." Most
would
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appointment of Rabbi Abraham De Sola

Hebrew
as well.

and

and Oriental
(In

languages
awarded
1858, McGill

in 1849 as professor of

of Spanish,
later as professor
an honorary LL.D.,
De
Sola

probably the firsthonorary degree awarded to a professing Jew in
the English-speaking world.) Unlike most other "enlightened"

European

and American

servative

ethos

rabbis,

De

Sola

was

staunchly

Orthodox

in his theology and behavior, reflecting the then prevailing con
of Canada.

He

nineteenth-century
approach
"scientific"
and
methodology

tian writings

about

certain aspects
of the
exemplified
a commitment
to scholarship:
to
familiarity with secular and Chris

Jewish topics, and an

intellectual

life

on cam
in two scholarly worlds.
The rabbi's
presence
grounded
to Jewish students,
pus, together with the institution's
openness
?
to signal a degree of acceptance
seemed
of Jews at McGill
and
?
in
the
world.
Canada
in
Western
In
American
unique
perhaps
at the time, few professing
and European
universities
Jews were
hired, and none of those few to teach Jewish Studies. But after De

Sola's death in 1882, Jewish Studies at McGill

were
tern established
elsewhere;
only Christians
career proved to be only
it. In the end, De Sola's

followed the pat

trusted to teach
an anomaly
and

not a precedent, even in his own university. By the 1920s,McGill
had instituted a rigid quota system designed to limit the number
of Jewish

students.10

The Postwar

Era

As suggested
the post-World
War
II years
in Canada
earlier,
have been very different from the earlier era, at least with regard
to the issue at hand. Perhaps
the major
difference
has
background
been a shift from the former two-nations
concep
(French-British)
as a nation of nations,
a multicul
tion to a new notion of Canada

tural polity. To some extent, the shift is related to the rise of the
"new ethnicity" and of black power in theUnited States. To a de

it represents
the presence
in the country of an increasing
gree,
number of people
a
of non-French,
non-British
origin reflecting
of long-standing
reason
for
loosening
immigration policies.
(One
a sense of shame
the relaxation
of the old rules was
regarding

Canada's

the Holocaust.)11
role during
More
the
importantly,
a
to
late-1960s
defuse
the
conscious,
represents
change
attempt
was
character
of
Quebec
potentially
explosive
Quebec
separatism.

granted greatly augmented autonomy balanced by additional rights
and powers

for the country's

other ethnic

groups.

The

new

under

standing received official sanction and definition in a 1971 policy

Jews and Judaism
statement
statement

in Canada's

on multiculturalism

swept away
cultural traditions

French

nic diversity

of Canadian

and
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the federal
That
government.
of
the
status"
and
British
"special
at least in theory ?
"in favor of eth
as more authentic
reflections
pluralism,
by

the
?

cultural

and Universities

Schools

According to this new definition of "who
identity."12

one of the country's many
is a Canadian,"
Jews became
legiti
distinct
ethnocultural
groups.
mately
?
?
two parallel
With
and universities
de
regard to schools
more
have
marked
the
1950s.
A
since
the
years
open
velopments
and diverse Canadian
society has become much more hospitable
?
to Jews ?
and others
who began to integrate into the country's
and
social
At the same time, various
institutions.
groups
political
?
?
but Jews rather more successfully
than most others
began to

institutions and to build new ones.
fortify old communal
in major
centers around the
these
years, public schools
During
sense of
became
in
the
country
"public"
accepted North American
the word,
that is, secular and non-denominational.
In Quebec,
the
same, with some qualifications,
may be said of the "Protestant"
schools of Montreal
in
schools
and, to a lesser degree, of Catholic
areas.
In
the right to sit on
1965, Jews finally gained
metropolitan

Montreal
tested

Protestant

throughout

school boards,
although
the 1980s. Jews now found

con
that right was
themselves welcome

in the public schools. In the universities, by the mid-1960s not

only were

Jews being

as students

accepted

and faculty

on an equal

basis with gentiles, Jewish Studies was beginning tomake itsway
into the curriculum.13
At the same time,

saw the rapid growth of all-day,
the period
Jewish parochial
to a degree unknown
schools
south of the bor
der. By the mid-1980s,
Montreal
each had about
and Toronto

7000 children enrolled in day schools which ranged from secular

Zionist

to ultra-Orthodox.

1998,

By

enrollment

in Toronto

had

risen to 10,287 children including preschool and high school, with

children
in supplementary
Growth
in Mont
schools.
only 6,314
the Jewish population
has declined
in
real, where
considerably
recent years, was
less marked.
The Toronto
Jewish community,

the country's largest with a population of more than 160,000,

boasted

in 1998 nine mainstream

Zionist,

Reform,

Orthodox,
with
arts-oriented)

Conservative,

Zionist,

Sephardic,
a total of

ber of ultra-Orthodox

schools

schools
(secular
day elementary
Orthodox
Orthodox,
community
non-denominational
and
downtown,
16 branches.
There was also a num
of which

several

were

of consider

able size. In addition, therewere five day high schools ranging
from

community

inclusive

to ultra-Orthodox

yeshiva,

two

small

day schools for children with special needs, and supplementary
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are sponsored
of the vari
schools, most of which
by synagogues
ous denominations,
some
are
enter
private
although
for-profit
prises.

Interestingly,although the total Jewish day school population

rose by some seven percent between
in Toronto
1992 and 1998,
there was a considerable
in
the
number
of
children
enrolled
drop
in Jewish preschools
in those same years. This may augur a de
cline
in upper grades
in years to come.
It may, however, merely
to pay private
reflect parental
reluctance
school
fees for pre
which
to
consider
of
be
less
crucial
school,
they may
importance

to a child's development than the later grades, especially when
low-cost

acceptable,

alternatives

are available.14

About two-thirds of all Jewish children receiving any Jewish
in 1997 were

in Canada

education

enrolled

in day

schools,

a pro

portion vastly larger than in theUnited States. Of American Jew

ish communities,
than ten times the
only New York, with more
Jewish population
of Toronto,
and Los Angeles,
with about three
times as many Jews, have more children enrolled
in day schools.

In general,
Canadian
to receive
American

are much more
Jewish children
likely than
some Jewish education
(65 percent versus 45

percent), although less likely than Australian (70 percent) or
Mexican Jewish children (85 percent). These figures may be in
seem to be correct.15
flated, but the overall picture would
Morton
Weinfeld
and Phyllis
Zelkowitz
have noted
that the
Jewish
schools
in Montreal
have become,
in effect, the public
schools
of the Jewish community.
(The same may be said of To
ronto and Winnipeg.)
Unlike
the communities
in the United

Jewish communities
States, Canadian
readily extend considerable
to
financial
their
In 1998-99,
schools.16
the UJA/
support
day
Jewish Federation
more
of Greater Toronto
than
of its
half
spent

locally allocated funds on formal Jewish education, roughly twice

as much

as

the average

for federations
across
the United
States.17
?
the
as a
Canadian
schools
do not
Although
private,
technically
?
cater
to
the
elite
of
the
are
group
community.
Scholarships
to parents who
available
cannot afford the fees,
some
although
are more
schools
to low income families
than others.
welcoming

Similarly the day schools do not serve the cultural or religious

elite of the community. While
the Orthodox
sector of the commu
active
in the day school movement
than any
nity is much more
over the de
other, the school population,
overall,
ranges widely
and observance
nominational,
commitment,
spectrums. The schools
also do not serve the intellectual
elite of the community. Most
en

deavor to reach all children appropriate to their setting, thosewith
special needs no less than the gifted. Attitudes to day school edu
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of the Jewish community
cation among members
tend to parallel
those of non-Jewish
the
towards
citizens
Funds
schools.
public
are viewed
as an investment
in the future well
spent on schools
being of the community.18

In the province of Quebec,
status with

"associate"

regard

the Jewish schools have enjoyed

to the public

schools

since

1970

and receive public funding for more than half their costs. (The
has varied

struction

given
various

lumbia,

government

over

the years and is tied to the amount of in
In Alberta, Manitoba,
and British Co
of the pupil coupon
system have made
adaptations
in Jewish day schools.
for children
funding available

formula

in French.)

Only in Ontario, is there no public support for day schools;
fact, there has

been

considerable

resistance

in Ontario

in

to funding

the Jewish schools, where tuition in 1997-98 ranged from $7,100/
year to $12,625/year.19 In the 1990s, Jewish and other private
to the courts on the grounds of discrimination,
schools
appealed
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more unusual
than these publicly
financed ethnic studies
if one compares
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is the emer
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train
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the
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a
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however,
accordingly.
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during the long periods when

were
at loggerheads,
French
and English
Jews found
Canadians
themselves
rebuffed by both groups.
in a variety of ways. Most
Jews reacted to this situation
turned
at fostering an independent
inward and worked
and re
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ious practice
Before
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less to be expected was
that while
for
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at
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increased,
autonomy,
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force. The number of
least in the field of education,
also gained
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What
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fact,
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there was
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too divided
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a
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environment.
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One
final word on fences and neighbors.
As noted earlier,
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here, there were no secure fences
and of Jewish

and state in Canada.
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separating
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however,
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